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Integrated predictive modeling simulations of the Mega-Amp
Spherical Tokamak
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~Received 18 January 2002; accepted 13 June 2002!

Integrated predictive modeling simulations are carried out using theBALDUR transport code@Singer
et al., Comput. Phys. Commun.49, 275 ~1982!# for high confinement mode~H-mode! and low
confinement mode~L-mode! discharges in the Mega-Amp Spherical Tokamak~MAST! @Sykes
et al., Phys. Plasmas8, 2101 ~2001!#. Simulation results, obtained using either the Multi-Mode
transport model~MMM95! or, alternatively, the mixed-Bohm/gyro-Bohm transport model, are
compared with experimental data. In addition to the anomalous transport, neoclassical transport is
included in the simulations and the ion thermal diffusivity in the inner third of the plasma is found
to be predominantly neoclassical. The sawtooth oscillations in the simulations radially spread the
neutral beam injection heating profiles across a broad sawtooth mixing region. The broad sawtooth
oscillations also flatten the central temperature and electron density profiles. Simulation results for
the electron temperature and density profiles are compared with experimental data to test the
applicability of these models and theBALDUR integrated modeling code in the limit of low aspect
ratio toroidal plasmas. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1498836#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One objective of the Mega-Amp Spherical Tokam
~MAST! experiment1,2 is to extend the understanding of to
kamak physics to the low aspect ratio regime in order
investigate the potential of the spherical tokamak concep
a fusion power plant. To develop an understanding of
physics explored with the MAST experiments, it is desira
to be able to predict the density and temperature profiles
electrons and ions. Simulations that yield these profiles
the focus of this paper.

The BALDUR integrated predictive transport code3 has
been used to predict temperature and density profiles in
ventional tokamaks and the results of these predictions h
been compared with experimental data.4,5 An objective of
this paper is to compare predictions for the electron temp
ture and density profiles obtained using theBALDUR code
with experimental data from the MAST experiment in ord
to test the low aspect ratio limit of the applicability of th
models used in the code for thermal and particle transpor
well as plasma equilibrium, thermal and particle sources
sinks, and large scale instabilities. The ion temperature
file was not measured in this experiment and, thus, the si
lation of the ion temperature profile cannot be compared w
the corresponding experimental data. The central ion t
perature, however, which was measured, acts as a calibr
point for the simulated ion temperature profile.

It should be noted that theBALDUR integrated modeling
simulations have an internal self-consistency that is so

a!Also at University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technolo
Manchester, UK.
3931070-664X/2002/9(9)/3930/8/$19.00
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what independent of the experiment. Inferences made f
simulations are logically different from inferences ma
from experimental data. Thus, even when the inferences
incide numerically, they remain logically different. When w
refer to thermal diffusivity, for example, we are referring
the thermal diffusivity computed in the simulation and n
necessarily the thermal diffusivity that would be inferred d
rectly from the experiment. When we indicate, for examp
that neoclassical diffusion dominates in the central third
the plasma, we mean that neoclassical diffusion dominate
the central third of the simulated plasma. When we note t
particles and energy are not lost from the plasma as a d
result of sawtooth crashes, we mean that the sawtooth m
that is used in our simulations does not produce a direct
of particles and energy during each sawtooth crash. In e
case, we are referring to the results of our simulations. O
each simulation is set up, the only further contact with e
perimental data is the comparison that is made with the m
sured temperature and density profiles at particular diagn
tic times.

In this paper, we simulate MAST discharges 2700
high confinement mode~H-mode! discharge, and 2701,
low confinement mode~L-mode! discharge. A description o
these discharges and the methods used to simulate them
described in Sec. II. The results of the simulations are
scribed in Sec. III and summarized in Sec. IV.

II. BALDUR SIMULATIONS

TheBALDUR code computes the evolution of plasma pr
files using time-dependent boundary conditions. Transp

,

0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3931Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 2002 Integrated predictive modeling simulations of the MAST
models available in theBALDUR code include the Multi-
Mode model ~MMM95! and the mixed-Bohm/gyro-Bohm
~mB/gB! model~used in theJETTOcode6!. The mB/gB model
is an empirical model that consists of the sum of terms w
Bohm and gyro-Bohm scaling.5 The MMM95 model con-
tains a linear combination of theory-based transport mod
consisting of the Weiland model for ion temperature gradi
and trapped electron drift modes, the Guzdar–Drake mo
for the drift resistive ballooning mode, and a contributi
from the kinetic ballooning mode.7

To complete the transport model, neoclassical trans
is added to the mB/gB and to the MMM95 anomalous tra
port models. Based on previous experience with the STA
low aspect ratio tokamak,8 it was anticipated that neoclass
cal transport would play a significant role in the MAS
simulations being considered in this paper. Neoclassical
thermal transport is computed using either the Chan
Hinton 1986 neoclassical model9 or, alternatively,
NCLASS.10 In NCLASS all the channels of transport a
computed, including thermal and particle for ions, electro
and impurities. When the Chang–Hinton model is used
the BALDUR code to calculate the neoclassical ion therm
diffusivity, the charged particle neoclassical transport
given by Hawryluk, Suckewer, and Hirshman.11 Note that the
derivation of the Chang–Hinton theory is intended to ap
to low aspect ratio tokamaks, but the implementation
some of the flux surface averages uses the aspect ratio
proximations described in the 1986 Chang–Hinton pape9

Both theH-mode andL-mode MAST discharges consid
ered in this paper have nominally the same plasma par
eters for plasma size, shape, current, magnetic field,
heating power. The plasma parameters used in the sim
tions of theH-mode andL-mode discharges are listed
Table I. There are several major differences between th
two discharges. First, the line-averaged electron densit
theH-mode discharge is approximately 60% higher than t
of the L-mode by the end of the auxiliary heating stage
250 ms, even though the line averaged densities were ne
the same during the transition fromL-mode toH-mode ear-
lier in the discharge. Second, the edge to line electron den
ratio is 0.7 for theH-mode discharge while it is 0.3 for th

TABLE I. Plasma parameters used inBALDUR simulations of MAST dis-
charge 2700~H-mode! and discharge 2701~L-mode!.

Discharge 2700 2701

Type H-mode L-mode
Major radius 0.87 m 0.85 m
Minor radius 0.51 m 0.53 m
Elongation 1.8 1.8
Triangularity 0.4 0.4
Toroidal field 0.4 T 0.4 T
Toroidal current 0.5 MA 0.5 MA
PNBI 526 kW 523 kW
n̄e (1019 m23) 2.07 1.25
nedge/n̄e 0.7 0.3
EdgeZeff 2.0 2.0
Plasma Deuterium Deuterium
Impurity Carbon Carbon
Diagnostic time~s! 250 ms 250 ms
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L-mode discharge. Finally, the boundary conditions for
temperature and density are different for the two discharg

In simulations ofL-mode plasmas, the density and tem
perature at the edge of the simulation are taken from
outermost experimental data point. In simulations ofH-mode
plasmas, the density and temperature at the edge of the s
lation are taken from the experimentally measured value
the top of theH-mode pedestal. In particular, experimen
data points from the inboard edge of the plasma are use
these simulations of MAST. When there is significant unc
tainty indicated by a scatter in the data points, multiple sim
lations are carried out, as described in Sec. III, to explore
sensitivity of the simulated profiles to this uncertainty.

Neutral beam injection~NBI! was used as the auxilar
heating in the discharges considered. Approximately 530
of NBI heating power was applied from 50 to 250 ms. The
discharges used deuterium gas for the initial fill and hyd
gen gas injected at 26.5 keV~tangential co-injection!. About
76% of the neutral beam power was deposited at full ene
18% at one-half energy, and 6% at one-third energy. T
neutral beam is injected at a 0.7 m tangency radius.

Carbon is assumed to be the dominant impurity spec
in the simulations. The impurity density at the boundary
specified to be carbon with a concentration that produ
Zeff52 at the boundary. TheBALDUR code calculates the evo
lution of the impurity profiles. The radiated power is a
sumed to be 20% of the total heating power.

Each simulation starts at 10 ms, during the Ohmic ph
of the discharge. Neutral beam injection starts at 50 ms
the transition toH-mode, which is controlled by an increas
in the boundary temperatures and densities in theH-mode
discharge, occurs at 220 ms. Profiles are compared with
perimental data at 250 ms. Since the profiles are not av
able at any time other than 250 ms, the initial profiles a
taken to be a parabola raised to a power. Simulations w
carried out in which the shape and magnitude of the ini
profiles were varied. It was found that the final profiles
250 ms are independent of the shape and magnitude o
initial profiles that were prescribed at 10 ms.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The middle and the bottom panels of Fig. 1 show a co
parison between theBALDUR simulations and the measure
electron temperature and density profiles as a function
major radius for theL-mode discharge~2701!. The predicted
ion temperature profile is shown in the top panel, but
experimental data point indicates only the core weighted
temperature that was measured using a neutral particle
lyzer on loan from the Princeton Plasma Physics Laborat
There are two profiles shown for each model in each pa
The profiles with the higher central temperature and elect
density correspond to the time just before a sawtooth cra
while the profiles with the somewhat flatter lower cent
temperature and density correspond to the time just aft
sawtooth crash. The label NCLASS in Fig. 1 denotes that
NCLASS model~in contrast with Chang–Hinton! has been
used to calculate the neoclassical transport as a part o
total transport.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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3932 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 2002 Nguyen et al.
FIG. 1. Ion temperature, electron temperature, and el
tron density, before and after a sawtooth crash, a
function of major radius for MAST discharge 270
~L-mode! at 250 ms. Results obtained from a simulatio
using the mB/gB model are shown with a dashed cur
while results obtained using the MMM95 model ar
shown with a solid curve. For each transport model t
profile with the higher central temperature is the profi
prior to the sawtooth crash. Experimental data are pl
ted as closed circles with error bars. NCLASS is us
for the neoclassical transport.
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The sawtooth periods in the simulations are determi
by the Park–Monticello model.12 The sawtooth periods pre
dicted by this model were found to be less than 5 ms, co
pared with the 20 ms sawtooth periods observed in the
periment. The frequent sawtooth oscillations are found
cause a fluctuation of less than 15% in the central elec
temperature. For example, in the simulation of theL-mode
discharge, the central electron temperature varies betw
0.78 and 0.86 keV for the mB/gB model over a 4 mssaw-
tooth period during NBI heating. When the sawtooth per
in the simulation is extended to 20 ms, the difference in
central electron temperature before and after a sawto
crash is approximately four times larger and ranges from
to 1.0 keV. Sawtooth oscillations have the effect of flatten
the temperature and density profiles over a mixing radius
extends over about half the plasma radius in these sim
tions. Note that the ‘‘mixing radius’’ is the radius withi
which sawtooth mixing occurs. The mixing radius is no
mally larger than the radius of theq51 surface and large
than the ‘‘inversion radius.’’

The sawtooth model used in these simulations mixes
density, thermal energy density, and fast ions within the s
tooth mixing region. Sawtooth crashes have no direct ef
on the plasma outside the sawtooth mixing region. In p
ticular, particles and energy are not ejected from the plas
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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as the direct result of sawtooth crashes according to
model. However, each sawtooth crash results in a large
and particle pulse that propagates rapidly through the pla
outside the sawtooth mixing region because the heat
particle fluxes computed by the transport models that we
in these simulations are nonlinear functions of the tempe
ture and density gradients. Through this indirect effect, sa
tooth crashes can degrade plasma confinement.

For the H-mode discharge~2700!, the comparison be-
tweenBALDUR simulations and measured electron tempe
ture and density profiles is shown in Fig. 2. The Thoms
scattering electron temperature profile was taken imme
ately after a large ELM, which may account for some dist
tion in the measured electron temperature profile data.

Note, the edge temperature is higher and the density
file flatter in theH-mode discharge~shown in Fig. 2! com-
pared with theL-mode discharge~shown in Fig. 1!. Also, the
density at the edge of theH-mode plasma is much highe
than the density at the edge of theL-mode plasma, relative to
the line averaged density. This relatively high edge densit
a characteristic ofH-mode plasmas. In theBALDUR simula-
tions, the shape of the density profile is a consequence o
self-consistent thermal and particle transport with the c
straint that the density at the edge of the plasma is spec
as a boundary condition, and the line averaged densit
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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3933Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 2002 Integrated predictive modeling simulations of the MAST
FIG. 2. Profiles of ion temperature, electron tempe
ture, and electron density as a function of major rad
for MAST discharge 2700~H-mode! at 250 ms. Results
obtained using the mB/gB model are plotted with
dashed curve while MMM95 results are plotted with
solid curve, with presawtooth crash~higher central tem-
perature! and postsawtooth crash~lower central tem-
perature!. Experimental data are plotted as close
circles with error bars. NCLASS is used for neoclas
cal transport. The edge temperature is 0.07 keV.
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controlled by gas puffing as a function of time. The bound
conditions used in theBALDUR simulation are taken from
experimental data at the top of the pedestal that forms at
edge ofH-mode plasmas.~The transport barrier that pro
duces this edge pedestal is not included in these simulatio!
SinceL-mode plasmas are characterized by a relatively
edge density relative to the average density, theseL-mode
plasmas have relatively high recycling of ions at the ed
compared withH-mode plasmas. In theBALDUR simulations,
the density is constantly replenished by gas puffing.

It is not known if the ion temperature profiles, predict
by the BALDUR code, are consistent with the experimen
profiles since the experimental ion temperature profiles
the discharges considered are not available. Also, becau
measurement of the edge ion temperature was not availa
it is assumed in the simulations that the edge ion temp
ture, as a function of time, is the same as the edge elec
temperature. The experimental central ion temperature
duced from the neutral particle analyzer data is 0.389 k
for the L-mode discharge and 0.464 keV for theH-mode
discharge, as shown in the top panels of Figs. 1 and 2.

There is uncertainty in the temperature boundary va
in the H-mode discharge since the experimental values
the inboard and the outboard edge temperatures differ. G
the uncertainty in edge temperature, simulations~using the
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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MMM95 transport model! have been carried out with differ
ent boundary values for the temperature within the range
uncertainty indicated by the experimental data. The pro
differences that result between a simulation using a relativ
low edge temperature~0.07 keV! and one using a relatively
high edge temperature~0.17 keV! are illustrated in Fig. 3.
When the edge temperature is increased from 0.07 to 0
keV, the central electron temperature increases by appr
mately 25%. The increase in the core temperature, that
sults as the boundary temperature is increased, is partl
additive effect, but the effect is enhanced by the fact that
anomalous transport model is a function of the normaliz
temperature gradient.

The ion and electron temperature profiles result from
total transport, which includes contributions from anomalo
as well as from neoclassical transport. Simulations have b
carried out using two different neoclassical models,
NCLASS model or, alternatively, the Chang–Hinton~CH!
model. Figure 4 illustrates the differences in the profiles t
result when NCLASS is used in contrast to use of t
Chang–Hinton model. It is found that the differences in t
temperature profiles are typically small when changing fr
Chang–Hinton to NCLASS. The corresponding changes
the ion thermal model diffusivities are described in the f
lowing paragraphs.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 3. Dependence of simulation profiles~obtained
using the MMM95 and NCLASS transport models! on
edge temperature. Profiles of ion temperature, elect
temperature, and electron density are plotted as a fu
tion of major radius for MAST at 250 ms. Simulatio
results using an edge temperautre of 0.07 keV are p
ted with a solid curve while results with an edge tem
perature of 0.17 keV, with a dashed curve. Simulati
profies are those prior to a sawtooth crash. Experim
tal data are plotted as closed circles with error bars.
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The ion thermal model diffusivities as a function of m
nor radius for theL-mode and theH-mode simulations are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Almost all the ion th
mal diffusivity in the inner third of the simulated plasm
results from neoclassical transport. Similar results w
found previously in the START spherical tokama
experiment.13 In the following it is demonstrated that th
relatively high value for the neoclassical transport predic
for the MAST H-mode discharge is roughly consistent wi
the scaled value for the neoclassical transport in a co
sponding DIII-D discharge. Note that the spikes that app
in the thermal diffusivity in Figs. 5 and 6 are caused
localized peaks in the temperature and pressure gradien
lowing each sawtooth crash. These spikes are localized
they have relatively little impact on the overall simulatio
results.

The neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity of the MAS
H-mode discharge can be compared with a low density,
field, H-mode discharge in a conventional tokamak such
the DIII-D discharge 82 788. The neoclassical ion therm
diffusivity in discharge 82 788 ranges from about 0.1
2 m2/s, with the highest values being in the very deep c
and at the edge of the plasma. As an estimate of the sca
we can write the ion thermal diffusivity asx i}nrp

2 , wheren
is the collision frequency, andrp , the poloidal Larmor ra-
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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dius. In terms of the ion density, the poloidal magnetic fie
and the temperature, this estimate of neoclassical ion the
diffusivity x i scales as,x i}ni /(Bu

2AT) ~i.e., n}ni /T3/2 and
rp}T1/2/Bu!. The ion density~edge deuterium density! and
the poloidal magnetic field in discharge 82 788 are ab
20% higher than those of the MASTH-mode discharge. The
ion edge temperature of discharge 82 788 is 0.55 keV, c
pared with 0.07 keV for the MAST discharge. This scali
yields a neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity of about 7 m2/s
for the MAST H-mode discharge at the edge. This value
lower, although the same order of magnitude, as is obse
in the MAST simulations. Near the edge of the plasma,
neoclassical and anomalous transport coefficients predi
by our models decrease with increasing temperature, stro
poloidal field, and lower collisionality. Thus, as the current
MAST is increased fourfold to its full design current of
MA, both the neoclassical and anomalous transport coe
cients should decrease substantially~by an order of magni-
tude according to the simplified scaling estimates!.

The beam heating profile for theL-mode andH-mode
discharges simulated using the MMM95 anomalous trans
model along with NCLASS are shown in Fig. 7. The highe
energy of the fast ions produced by the neutral beam
26.5 keV, which is high relative to the critical energy
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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3935Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 2002 Integrated predictive modeling simulations of the MAST
FIG. 4. Dependence of simulation profiles on choice
neoclassical model. Profiles of ion temperature, elect
temperature, and electron density are shown as a fu
tion of major radius for MAST discharge 2701
~L-mode! at 250 ms. Results obtained using th
NCLASS neoclassial model are plotted with a sol
curve while results obtained using the Chang–Hint
~CH! model are plotted with a dashed curve. MMM9
is used for anomalous transport and the edge temp
ture is 0.07 keV in these simulations. The experimen
data are plotted as closed circles with error bars.

FIG. 5. The neoclassical and the tota
ion thermal diffusivities are plotted as
a function of minor radius for simula-
tions of MAST L-mode discharge
2701 with an edge temperature of 0.0
keV at 250 ms. Results are plotted i
the left-hand panel using the MMM95
model together with NCLASS~solid
line! or Chang–Hinton model~dot-
dashed line!. Corresponding results
are plotted in the right-hand panel us
ing the mB/gB anomalous transpor
model together with NCLASS or
Chang–Hinton. The separate contribu
tions to the diffusivities from the
NCLASS ~short dashes! or Chang–
Hinton ~long dashes! neoclassical
models are also shown in each pane
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 6. The neoclassical and the tota
ion thermal diffusivities are plotted as
a function of minor radius for simula-
tions of MAST H-mode discharge
2700 with an edge temperature of 0.0
keV at 250 ms. Results are plotted i
the left-hand panel using the MMM95
model together with NCLASS~solid
line! or Chang–Hinton model~dot-
dashed line!. Corresponding results
are plotted in the right-hand panel us
ing the mB/gB anomalous transpor
model together with NCLASS or
Chang–Hinton. The separate contribu
tions to the diffusivities from the
NCLASS ~short dashes! or Chang–
Hinton ~long dashes! neoclassical
models are also shown in each pane
on
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pro-
which the fast ion energy loss rate to background electr
and ions are equal during thermalization. Hence, more n
tral beam power goes into heating thermal electrons t
thermal ions. The energy of a fast neutral beam ion at wh
its rate of losing an equal amount of its energy to therm
electrons and thermal ions is approximately 5.5 keV in
plasma withTe'0.6 keV. For beam ions injected at the fu
energy~26.5 keV! and a background electron temperature
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
s
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0.6 keV, approximately two-thirds of the fast ion energy go
into heating thermal electrons and the remaining third g
into heating thermal ions.

The NBI heating profile extends from the magnetic a
out to about 50% of the plasma radius~about the same as th
sawtooth mixing radius!. When the sawteeth in the simula
tions are suppressed, the NBI heating profiles are found t
more narrow and peaked. The sharp drop in the heating
-

l
-

t-

e

FIG. 7. The NBI ion heating profile
~short dashed curve!, the electron heat-
ing profile ~long dashed curve!, and
the total heating profile~solid curve!
are plotted as a function of minor ra
dius from a simulation using the
MMM95 anomalous transport mode
with NCLASS for neoclassical trans
port. The left-hand panel is for the
L-mode discharge 2701, and the righ
hand panel, for theH-mode discharge
2700. In both simulations, the edg
temperature is 0.07 keV at 250 ms.
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file in the vicinity of the mixing radius is a result of th
mixing of the fast neutral beam ions during each sawto
crash.

IV. SUMMARY

BALDUR simulations of aL-mode andH-mode MAST
discharge are presented in this paper using either the mB
or the MMM95 anomalous transport models in addition
one of two neoclassical transport models. Sawtooth osc
tions in the simulations have the effect of flattening the c
tral temperature and density profiles as well as spreading
neutral beam injection heating across the broad radial s
tooth mixing region. Community efforts are under way
improve the model for the sawtooth period in order to p
duce better agreement with experimental data. The ion t
mal diffusivity predicted by the simulations is close to ne
classical in the inner third of the plasma. This result
consistent with the experimental results previously repor
for START.13 The comparisons betweenBALDUR simulations
and experimental data for the electron temperature and
sity profiles are shown in Figs. 1–4. The anomalous tra
port models used in these simulations appear to apply to
aspect ratio toroidal plasmas. However, the increased rol
neoclassical transport in these plasmas may reduce the
sitivity of the simulation profiles to the choice of anomalo
transport model. Although the major role played by neocl
sical transport in these low-current discharges has redu
the sensitivity of the simulation profiles to the choice
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anomalous transport model, this is not expected to be
case at higher plasma current, where neoclassical transp
expected to be much reduced.
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